
WETLAND SITES ABOVE 2,500M ASL  
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CHAMOLI DISTRICT 

1 BEDNI KUND Tarn 3,556 m asl Small Nandakini Shallow Mesoeutrophic Moist 
alpine 

30°12’19.04”N
, 
79°42’05.08”E 

Bedni Kund is a small alpine tarn 
set in an alpine meadow and lies 
in a Reserve Forest area.  

2 ROOP KUND Tarn 4,763 m asl Small Nandakini Deep 
 Oligotrophic Moist alpine 30°15’44.28”N, 

79043’52.97”E 

Roop Kund is a very small tarn 
situated in a small steep-sided 
corrie, high on a steep 
rock slope and lies in a Reserve 
Forest area.  

3 HUM KUND Proglaci
al 5,617 m asl Small Nandakini Shallow Oligotrophic Moist alpine 30°19’53.51”N, 

79°44’37.39”E 

Hum Kund is a beautiful, small, 
proglacial lake set in a push-
moraine setting near the 
western shoulder of the 
spectacular Trishul mountain. 
The lake is situated in a Reserve 
Forest area.  

4 BHEKKAL TAL Tarn 3,053 m asl Medium Pindar Deep Eutrophic Moist sub-
alpine 

30°08’33.32”N, 
79°34’48.86”E 

Bhekkal Tal is set in the midst of 
a thick sub-alpine forest 
dominated by Quercus 
semecarpefolia which is part of 
a Reserve Forest area.  

5 BRAHMA TAL Tarn 3,235 m asl Small Nandakini Deep Eutrophic Moist alpine 30°10’34.68”N, 
79°35’21.98”E 

Brahma Tal is a small, partially 
deep tarn set in an alpine 
meadow, with very patchy sub-
alpine vegetation. It is situated 
in a Reserve Forest area. 

6 HEMKUND 
SAHIB 

Tarn 4,204 m asl Medium 

Bhiundar 
gadh- 

Alaknanda 

Medium Oligotrophic Moist alpine 
30°41’56.363’’N
, 
79°36’56.195’’E 

Hem Kund Sahib is a medium-
sized tarn that has a famous and 
heavily frequented Sikh 
gurudwara. 



7 BARA-DHARA 
SEM COMPLEX Marsh 

meadow 4,032 m asl Large Alaknanda Very 
shallow 

Meso-
oligotrophic Moist alpine 

30°45’37.223’’
N, 
79°23’51.864’’E 

Bara-Dhara Sem Complex is a 
three-level marsh-meadow, 
situated on three cascading 
terraces formed between the 
lateral moraine on the true right 
of the Upper Alaknanda. 
It is situated in a Reserve Forest 
area.  

8 SATOPANTH 
TAL Proglaci

al 4,359 m asl Medium Alaknanda Medium Oligotrophic Moist alpine 30°44’41.963’’
N, 79°21’27.9’’E 

Satopanth Tal is a proglacial 
push-moraine lake formed at 
the intersection of the moraines 
of a tributary glacier meeting 
the Satopanth Glacier at right 
angles. 

9 

TARA TAL 
COMPLEX 
TARA TAL - I & II 
TARA TAL - III 

Tarns 

5,407 m asl 

5,410 m as 

5,473 m asl 

Small Saraswati-
Alaknanda Shallow Oligotrophic Dry alpine 

TARA TAL - I 
31°00’54.76”N, 
79°21’44.387’’E 

TARA TAL - II 
31°0’54.864’’N, 
79°21’57.492’’E 

TARA TAL - III 
31°1’18.948’’N, 
79°15’40.32’’E 

 

Located in the dry cold desert 
reaches of the Mana Valley 
(within the area covered by the  
Mana Van Panchayat), the three 
paternoster lakes of the Tara Tal 
Complex overfl ow to combine 
their fl ow with the ice-melt of 
the Tara Glacier, before they 
join the Saraswati.    

10 DEVTAL 
COMPLEX         

The Devtal Complex is one of 
the most spectacular wetlands 
complexes in 
Uttarakhand. It comprises a 
series of medium and large 
paternoster proglacial lakes 
that have only very recently 
been deglaciated. 

11 SHYAHI KUND Proglaci
al 5,532 m asl Medium Saraswati Deep Oligotrophic Dry alpine 31°3’32.688’’E, 

79°24’36.504’’E 

Shyahi Kund is an unusual, inky 
blue lake, hence its name given 
by the team. There was a small 
covey of Anser waterfowl, too 
distant for proper identifi 



cation, which fl ew between 
Devtal and Shyahi Kund, and on 
the team’s approach, towards 
the north into Tibet.  

12 DOODH TAL Proglaci
al 5,484 m asl Small Saraswati-

Alaknanda Shallow Oligotrophic Dry alpine 31°3’17.71”N, 
79°24’26.39”E 

Doodh Tal is intermediate in the 
paternoster, between Shyahi 
Kund and Devtal.  

13 DEVTAL Proglaci
al 5,455 m asl Medium Saraswati Shallow Oligotrophic Dry alpine 

31°2’43.764’’ N, 
79°23’53.124’’ 
E 

Devtal is a medium-sized lake 
that has very visibly shrunk in 
size from before. The dry lake 
bed on the northern shore is 
clear evidence of this. It lies 
within the area covered by the 
Mana Van Panchayat.  

14 RAATPATHAR 
TAL Tarn 5,641 m asl Small Saraswati Deep Oligotrophic Dry alpine 31°3’30.312’’N, 

79°23’45.456’’E 

This is a small, deep tarn that is 
unusual for its sudden plunge in 
depth. It lies at the base of a 
prominent peak near Mana Pass 
(within the area covered by the 
Mana Van Panchayat), with dark 
black rock exposed on its 
southern face that sweeps 
down to the lake.  

15 VASUDHARA 
TAL COMPLEX Glacial 4,691 m asl Large Raikana-

Dhauli Ganga Deep Oligotrophic Dry alpine 
30°53’56.363’’
N, 
79°45’23.724’’ 

Vasundhara Tal is a large glacial 
lake that is partly supra-glacial 
and partly pro-glacial. It is 
perhaps the largest glacial lake 
in Uttarakhand. It lies in Civil 
and Soyam Land (a category of 
forest area). . 

16 GYALDHUNG 
TAL Glacial 4,914 m asl Medium Dhauli Ganga Medium Oligotrophic Dry alpine 

30°54’27.07”N, 
79°49’38.099’’
E 

Gyaldhung Tal is a medium-
sized supra-glacial lake situated 
at the base of the Gyaldhung 
Glacier ice-fall. It lies in Civil and 
Soyam Land (a category of 
forest area), and also 
considered as a Protected 



Forest as per some 
interpretations of C&S land in 
Uttarakhand.  

17 NANDI KUND Tarn 4,369 m asl Large Madhmahesh
war gadh Deep Oligotrophic Moist alpine 

30°36’19.439’’
N, 
79°19’23.412’’E 

Nandi Kund is a spectacular 
tarn, with equally spectacular 
approaches from both the 
Madhmaheshwar side, as well 
as, the Urgam valley. altitude. 

PITHORAGARH  DISTRICT 

18 CHIPLA OR 
KEDAR KUND Tarn 4,290 m asl Small Gori Shallow Oligotrophic Moist alpine 29°57’33.59”N, 

80°25’39.94“E 

Chipla or Kedar Kund is a small 
tarn in a corrie or cirque where 
there are signs of some glacial 
remnants still visible more on its 
foot-side, where water fl ows 
out. However, there is suffi 
cient soil on its banks which 
supports moist alpine 
vegetation.  

20 KAKRAULI OR 
ASURA KUND Tarn 4,323 m asl Small Gori Deep Oligotrophic Moist alpine 29°57’38.99”N, 

80°25’08.47”E 

Kakrauli or Asura Kund is a small 
tarn situated in a Reserve Forest 
area. It is medium deep because 
it is sculpted between large 
boulders that resisted being 
pushed away by glacial action. 
Its waters are very clear.  

21 PATAUTI KUND Tarn 4,236 m asl Small Gori Shallow Oligotrophic Moist alpine 29°58’04.58”N, 
80°25’01.60”E 

Patauti Kund is a small tarn right 
below the Najuri ridge, looking 
northeast and is situated in a 
Reserve Forest area. It is 
profusely and classically 
surrounded by glacial till.  

22 GAURI KUND Proglaci
al 4,611 m asl Small Kuti Yangti Shallow Oligotrophic Dry alpine 

30°20’13.128’’N
, 
80°38’35.664’’
E 

Gauri Kund is a small, sparsely 
vegetated proglacial lake at the 
base of the spectacular Adi 
Kailash mountain (the setting is 
not clearly visible in the photo 



because of the  clouds). It lies 
within the area covered by the 
Kuti Van Panchayat.  

23 PARVATI KUND Tarn 4,507 m asl Large Kuti Yangti Shallow Oligotrophic Dry alpine 
30°21’11.628’’N
, 
80°39’23.22’’E 

Parvati Kund is a holy site lying 
within the area covered by the 
Kuti Van Panchayat. The site 
consists of a cobble-path 
around the lake (to facilitate 
parikrama), cement structures 
(for snan by pilgrims) and metal 
railings to manage jostling 
crowds (ironically, this site 
never sees such volumes of 
pilgrims). The structures are 
stranded way above the water 
level and are not usable. 

24 HARDEOL KUND Tarn 4,359 m asl Large Gori Deep Oligotrophic Moist alpine 30°12’41.22”N, 
80°07’57.36”E 

Situated within the area 
covered by the Sai Van 
Panchayat, Hardeol Kund is one 
of the most beautiful and 
pristine tarns in Uttarakhand. 
While 5it is a holy site, very few 
people ever reach here because 
the way is cliffy and hazardous. 
Only the local villagers visit the 
place to offer prayers to the 
deity, Hardeol. 

25 THAMRI TAL Tarn 2,776 m asl Small Gori Shallow Hyper-eutrophic Cold 
temperate 

30°02’14.21”N, 
80°14’40.52”E 

Situated in the cold-temperate 
zone, the area surrounding this 
pond is characterised by oak-
rhododendron forests, with a 
rich presence of old yew trees 
as well. The pond lies within the 
area covered by the Harkot Van 
Panchayat. Since this lake is also  
considered sacred, it is the site 
for annual rituals conducted by 



nearby villages. It has also been 
developed by the forest 
department as an ecotourism 
destination. 

RUDRAPRAYAG DISTRICT 

26 CHORABARI TAL Proglaci
al 3,850 m asl Medium Mandakini 

Deep 

 
Meso-eutrophic Moist alpine 30°44’48.23”N, 

79°03’41.90”E 

Chorabari Tal is a proglacial lake 
that is located within the 
Kedarnath Wildlife Sanctuary. It 
lies just a couple of kilometres 
above the Kedarnath shrine, in 
the push-moraine of the 
Chorabari Glacier. In its shallow 
parts, it holds some submerged 
aquatic vegetation. The Wadia 
Institute for Himalayan Geology 
has a newly established 
research station here, where 
they monitor glacial retreat, fl 
ow regimes and weather 
parameters. 

27 BASUKI TAL Tarn 4,231 m asl Medium Basuki 
Ganga Deep Oligotrophic Moist alpine 30°43’30.18”N, 

79°02’01.72”E 

Basuki Tal is a beautiful, 
medium-sized tarn located in 
the Kedarnath Wildlife 
Sanctuary and the only one 
where the survey team sighted 
a solitary water-bird (pg.19). 
Basuki Tal is the source of the 
river Basuki Ganga. It has been 
preferred to replace the pahari 
version of ‘v’ with ‘b’, in order 
to distinguish it from another 
very small and sometimes 
seasonal pond on the Gangotri 
Glacier called Vasuki Tal. 



28 PAIYA KUND Tarn 4,910 m asl 
Small 

 

Basuki 
Ganga Shallow Oligotrophic Moist alpine 

/ Nival 
30°44’19.28”N, 
78°59’57.70”E 

Paiya Kund is a small tarn 
located within the Kedarnath 
Wildlife Sanctuary. It was  
entirely frozen at the time of 
the survey team’s visit in 
October. It is en route to the 
Miali Pass when approached 
from Kedarnath. 

29 MIALI TAL Tarn 4,771 m asl Medium Bhilangana Very 
deep Mesotrophic Moist alpine 

/ Nival 
30°44’30.12”N, 
78°59’09.20”E 

Miali Tal is situated within the 
Kedarnath Wildlife Sanctuary 
and was one of the most 
interesting lakes that the team 
visited in the entire inventory 
process. Since it was not to be 
found on any map or related 
literature, the team christened 
it Miali Tal, after the Miali Pass 
which is the most known 
landmark, and because it is a 
local name with local 
associations. It was particularly 
interesting for two reasons. 
First, in no other lake in the 
Himalaya had the team seen, or 
even heard of huge, building-
sized ice-bergs fl oating inside. 
The island-looking features in 
the photograph are the ice-
bergs referred to, and probably 
come from a very recently 
extinct glacier. But if that were 
so, the second aspect is even 
more surprising. This lake, 
unlike any other at its altitude, 
does not seem very 
oligotrophic. Its water, even as 
it fl ows out from under the 



snow and ice covering the lake, 
seemed rather turbid. 
Moreover, on the rocks was 
found algal growth of the extent 
one would only expect well 
below 3,000m asl. 

30 MASURI TAL Tarn 4,735 m asl Small Bhilangana Shallow Oligotrophic Moist alpine 30°44’51.22”N, 
78°58’50.77”E 

Masuri Tal is a small lake lying 
within the Kedarnath Wildlife 
Sanctuary and has been 
included in this study because it 
is marked on certain maps, and 
is the camping stage for crossing 
over the Miali Pass from 
Khatling Glacier to the 
Kedarnath Valley.  

TEHRI GARHWAL DISTRICT 

31 KUSH KALYAN 
KUND Tarn 3,100 m asl Medium Bal Ganga Deep Eutrophic Moist alpine 30°42’36.72”N, 

78°40’32.52”E 

Kush Kalyan Kund is a small tarn 
situated at the base of the Kush 
Kalyan plateau, which is really a 
broad sloping alpine meadow. It 
is located within a Reserve 
Forest area. 

32 LINGAM TAL Tarn 4,321 m asl Small Bal Ganga Shallow Mesotrophic Moist alpine 30°43’35.44”N, 
78°47’51.72”E 

Lingam Tal is a very shallow tarn 
located within the Kedarnath 
Wildlife Sanctuary. The surface 
of the tarn was frozen in early 
September when the team 
visited the site. It has a small 
island in it, with a rock 
protrusion, which does not even 
remotely look phallic, but 
nevertheless has lent the name, 
Lingam Tal. 

33 SHASTRU TAL Tarn 4,605 m asl Medium Bal Ganga Very 
deep Oligotrophic Moist alpine 30°43’37.78”N, 

78°48’31.03”E 

Situated in the Kedarnath 
Wildlife Sanctuary, Shastry Tal is 
a well known, though seldom 



visited lake. It is quite large and 
spectacular and typical of a high 
oligotrophic lake. In September, 
it was beginning to freeze over, 
as visible in the photograph. 

34 DODHI TAL Paternos
ter tarn 4,583 m asl Medium Bhilangana Deep Oligotrophic Moist alpine 30°43’13.12”N, 

78°48’47.38”E 

This is a series of three 
paternoster lakes in a 
spectacular setting within the 
Kedarnath Wildlife 
Sanctuary.The highest and 
largest of these lakes is also 
called Dodhi Tal. 

35 PARI OR 
MAATI TAL Tarn 4,409 m asl Small Bal Ganga Shallow Oligotrophic Moist alpine 30°43’57.40”N, 

78°47’56.62”E 

Pari or Maati Tal is a small and 
shallow lake lying within the 
Kedarnath Wildlife Sanctuary. 
Its unusual organic name 
‘Maati’ means ‘earth’ in Hindi. A 
Russian hermit (Hindu baba) has 
made himself a temporary 
shelter under a boulder 
overhang, and has been 
seasonally resident here for the 
past couple of years. He was the 
only human the team saw for 
days, and vice-versa, and they 
were able to get the names of 
the various lakes in this group 
from him. 

36 LAMB TAL Tarn 4,317 m asl Small Bal Ganga Shallow Oligotrophic Moist alpine 30°43’28.92”N, 
78°46’04.04”E 

Lamb Tal is a small but long 
water body situated in an alpine 
meadow within the Kedarnath 
Wildlife Sanctuary. The name 
‘lamb’ probably comes from 
‘long’ in Hindi that describes its 
shape. The water is mostly 
accumulated from snow melt, 
and is therefore rather shallow. 



UTTARKASHI DISTRICT 

37 BHARADHSAR Tarn 4,270 m asl Medium Supin gadh Very 
deep Oligotrophic Moist alpine 31°13’56.03”N, 

78°12’35.06”E 

Situated in the Govind Wildlife 
Sanctuary, Bharadhsar is an 
attractive, high and very deep 
tarn. It is bounded on one side 
by a rock cliff. There is a small 
shrine here where religious rites 
are performed by a few villagers 
who live much lower in the 
watershed. This lake has been 
largely unknown to the outside 
world, and only one set of 
trekkers seems to have been 
here before the team itself. 

38 KANASAR Tarn 4,400 m asl Large Supin gadh Very 
deep Oligotrophic Moist alpine 31°15’53.03”N, 

78°15’08.28”E 

Situated in the Govind Wildlife 
Sanctuary, Kanasar is one of the 
most spectacular and large high 
altitude lakes in Uttarakhand. It 
is a classic tarn, that is also very 
deep at its head-end, hence the 
various hues of blue in its 
oligotrophic waters. Kanasar has 
also been ‘discovered’ recently, 
even though a few shepherds 
have been visiting this lake and 
its meadows for some time 
now. It is likely to become a 
much frequented tourist route 
in the future. 

39 GUGUI-
KANASAR Tarn 4,307 m asl Small Supin gadh Very 

shallow Mesoeutrophic Moist alpine 31°12’35.24”N, 
79°17’51.40”E 

Gugui-Kanasar is a very small 
and shallow lake situated in the 
Govind Wildlife Sanctuary that fi 
nds mention because of 
religious associations with a few 
villages downstream. Very few 
people, other than shepherds of 



one village, visit this place, and 
it took some searching across a 
wider landscape to fi nd 

40 SARU TAL Tarn 4,139 m asl Small Yamuna Shallow Oligotrophic Moist alpine 31°0’32.94”N, 
78°19’02.39”E 

Saru Tal is a rather small tarn 
located in the Govind Wildlife 
Sanctuary, which has been 
included because of its religious 
signifi cance. It is part of a group 
of unconnected small tarns in 
the area. All these tarns are 
located in fairly lush alpine 
meadows, which were rich in 
mushrooms during the time of 
the team’s visit. 

41 BAKRE TAL Tarn 4,183 m asl Small Yamuna Shallow Oligotrophic Moist alpine 31°00’04.97”N, 
78°18’56.92”E 

Bakre Tal is a small tarn situated 
in the Govind Wildlife 
Sanctuary. It has a lot of glacial 
till surrounding it. 

42 KANA TAL Tarn 4,308 m asl Small Rwesara 
gadh Shallow Oligotrophic Moist alpine 31°00’30.64”N, 

78°19’43.61”E 

Kana Tal is a small glacial tarn 
situated in the Govind Wildlife 
Sanctuary. It is surrounded by 
glacial till, but also holds alpine 
vegetation, such as grasses and 
sedges because of the 
interspersed patches of soil 
between the rock debris. 

43 MANERA TAL Tarn 4,136 m asl Small Rwesara 
gadh Shallow Oligotrophic Moist alpine 31°00’58.72”N, 

78°20’51.14”E 

Situated in the Govind Wildlife 
Sanctuary, Manera Tal is a very 
shallow tarn in a picturesque 
setting. 

44 MALDARU 
TAL Tarn 4,380 m asl Medium 

Rwesara 
gadh/Supi
n 

Very 
deep Oligotrophic Moist alpine 31°04’49.33”N, 

78°22’50.92”E 

Situated in the Govind Wildlife 
Sanctuary, Maldaru Tal is a 
spectacular, large tarn in a high 
setting. It has substantial glacial 
mass still receding from it. 

45 
RWESARA OR 
RUINSARA 
TAL 

Proglaci
al 3,604 m asl Small 

Rwesara 
gadh/Supi
n 

Shallow Eutrophic Moist alpine 31°04’52.72”N, 
78°27’25.92”E 

Situated in the Govind Wildlife 
Sanctuary, Rwesara Tal is a 



rather small, proglacial and 
eutrophic lake abutted by a 
large old lateral moraine. 

46 BALI KUND Tarn 4,774 m asl Small Yamuna Shallow Oligotrophic Moist alpine 31°01’12.00”N, 
78°26’32.03”E 

Situated in the Govind Wildlife 
Sanctuary, Bali Kund is a small 
tarn that is important from a 
trekker’s point of view. It is 
encountered soon after crossing 
the Bali Pass from Rwesara. 

47 SAPTRISHI 
KUND I & II Tarn 4,712 m asl 

 4,697 m asl Small Yamuna Shallow Oligotrophic Moist alpine 

31°00’44.60”N, 
78°29’06.18”E  
31°00’42.12”N, 
78°29’10.60”E  

Situated in the Govind Wildlife 
Sanctuary, these tarns are 
partially the head waters of the 
Yamuna, fl owing past Yamnotri. 

48 DODITAL Tarn 3,077 m asl Medium Asi Ganga Deep Eutrophic Moist alpine 30°53’51.32”N, 
78°31’34.18”E 

Dodital is a very well known and 
frequented lake lying within a 
Reserve Forest area. It is set 
amidst a thick cold-temperate 
to sub-alpine forest dominated 
by Quercus semecarpefolia 
oaks. 

49 KHERA TAL, 
WEST 

Proglaci
al 3,450 m asl Medium Din gadh Deep Eutrophic Moist sub-

alpine 
30°51’17.17”N, 
78°44’43.58”E 

Situated within a Reserve Forest 
area, Khera Tal (West) is an old 
proglacial and highly eutrophic 
lake set at the bottom of a very 
long alpine slope, which clearly 
contributes heavily to the lake’s 
nutrient levels. 

50 KHERA TAL, 
EAST 

Proglaci
al 3,442 m asl Small Din gadh Deep Eutrophic Moist sub-

alpine 
30°51’16.24”N, 
78°44’46.82”E 

Situated within a Reserve Forest 
area, Khera Tal (East) is a very 
interesting lake, on the east of 
the old moraine that is clearly in 
the midst of the lake-bog-
meadow succession. The waters 
are dark and eutrophic, and 
there is a shelf of vegetation 
that extends over the deep 
waters. 



51 SAT TAL 
(GARHWAL) Tarn 3,018 m asl Small Bhagirathi Shallow 

Eutrophic 

 

Dry sub-
alpine 

31°01’35.29”N, 
78°46’13.55”E 

Situated within a Reserve Forest 
area, Sat Tal (Garhwal) is one of 
fi ve paternoster lakes whose 
overfl ow cascades down into 
the others lower down. Only fi 
ve such lakes are known, one of 
which is just a marsh today. The 
other two are mythical. 

52 KEDAR TAL Proglaci
al 4,723 m asl Medium Kedar 

Ganga Deep Oligotrophic Dry alpine 30°54’52.24”N, 
78°57’25.81”E 

Another lake that would qualify 
amongst the most spectacular 
in Uttarakhand is Kedar Tal. 
Situated within the Gangotri 
National Park, Kedar Tal is a 
proglacial lake, formed 
between moraine protrusions 
alongside an existing glacier, at 
the base of the stunning peaks 
of Brighupanth and Thaley 
Sagar. 

 


